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Abstract: "Design and fabrication of Rocker Bogie Mechanism Automated Combat Rover" offer the indispensable thing of 
improving the Rover to utilize it for Military reasons. The Rover should work on landscape surface wherein our ordinary 
Defense Rover can't travel and for which it is structured anyway a few components limit its operational abilities, so the focal 
point of our exploration is to vanquish those limitations. Our examination on the issue of the Rover led with the guide of our 
group particularly centered around the alteration of the Rover which can be directly utilized for Space Exploration, the linkage 
of the Rover from different issues that had been acquired from the literature review and studies in this way, research was led on 
the most proficient method to overcome that. The Rover is completely made of using PVC to expand its capacity to withstand 
Mechanical shock, vibrations, and mechanical failures brought about by the territory surfaces where its miles worked on. Using 
planning programming CATIA the structure of the Rocker bogie mechanism Rover was made. Utilizing the model and stay 
check all the enhancements and capacity have been incorporated into the Rover. The consequence of the endeavor transformed 
into the usage of fair directional oversee using least force modules which builds the presentation of the battery and will expand 
the running time of the Rover. In this manner, the different updates had been made like live-streaming camera Remote-control 
gadget with temperature sensors, separation Measuring framework with appropriate mechanical structure, and mechanical 
attainability.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The “Rocker-Bogie Mechanism” have gotten intended to be utilized at steady speeds. It can conquer deterrents which might be at 
the request for the elements of a wheel. In any case, while conquering a gigantic obstacle, the vehicle's movement accurately stops 
while the front wheel climbs the hindrance. When running at low speed (more noteworthy than 10cm/second), powerful stuns are 
limited while this occurs. For some fate planetary missions, rovers will work at human level velocities (~1m/second). Stuns owing 
to the effect of the  
front wheel contrary to a hindrance could hurt the payload or the vehicle. This paper portrays a technique for utilizing a rocker-
bogie vehicle all together that it can effectively stairs over the most extreme obstructions instead of affecting and hiking over them. 
A large portion of the advantages of this procedure can be accomplished with none  
mechanical adjustment to introduce plans - handiest a change in control technique. Some mechanical changes are forewarned to 
gather the most extreme advantage and to enormously blast the incredible operational speed of future rovers.  
The rocker-bogie mechanism is the suspension system advanced in 1988 to be utilized in NASA Mars Rover Sojourner, and which 
has since become NASA's favored format for the rover. It has been utilized inside the Mars Exploration Rover undertaking Rover 
Spirit and Opportunity, at the Mars Science Laboratory task's Rover Curiosity and is scheduled to be utilized inside the Mars 2020 
rover.  
The "rocker" some portion of the term originates from the shaking thing of the bigger, forward leg on each aspect of the suspension 
gadget. These rockers are identified with each extraordinary and the vehicle case utilizing a differential. Comparative with the 
suspension, when one rocker is going up, the option is going down. The frame proceeds with the regular pitch demeanor of the two 
rockers. One finish of a rocker is outfitted with a constrained wheel, and the opposite end is rotated to the bogie. The "bogie" some 
portion of the timeframe alludes to the littler, rearward leg that turns to the rocker inside the middle and which has a force wheel at 
each quit.  
Intruders had been normally utilized as burden wheels in the tracks of military tanks as idlers disseminating the weight over the 
territory and had been furthermore ordinarily used in trailers of semi-trailer trucks. The two tanks and semi-trailers presently pick 
trailing arm suspensions. 
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II. DESIGN OF ROCKER BOGIE MECHSNISM 
The critical factor in the amassing of the rocker-bogie segment is to choose the components of rocker and bogie linkages and 
focuses on them. The lengths and purposes of this instrument can be changed by need. In the work, the fact of the matter is to make 
the rocker-bogie framework that can overcome the blocks of 150 mm height (like stones, wooden squares) and can move overstrides 
of height 150 mm. In like manner, another goal is to climb any surface at an edge of 45°. To achieve the above targets The structure 
of the rocker-bogie model was made by expecting stairs stature 150 mm and length 370 mm. Using Pythagoras theories, find the 
estimations of the model. It has the two edges of the linkages that are 90°. 
 

A.  Design Calculation 
The objective of the research canvases is stairs climbing. To accomplish legitimate stairs climbing the size of linkages must be 
appropriate. Accept the stairs top and length 150 mm and 370 mm individually. To climb stairs with higher strength, it is 
necessitated that the least complex one sets of wheels should be in a rising job at once. Subsequently, to find the size of bogie 
linkages, the first pair of wheels must be put at even position route at the quit of the ascending as appeared in Fig. What's more, 2d 
pair should be put only sooner than the start of rising. There must be far between the vertical edge of stairs and the second pair of 
the wheel to putting of wheels. 

 
Figure 2.1 Drawing for First Triangle 

Presently, need to acquire the separation among first and second wheel (270 mm). Considering the privilege calculated  
triangle ABC,  
Utilizing Pythagoras in triangle ABC expect lengths AB and BC is x,  
AC² = AB² + BC²  
270² = x² + x²  
270² = 2x²  
x = 135 mm  
Subsequently, AB = BC =135 mm 

 
Figure 2.2 Drawing for Second Triangle 
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Likewise, to find measurements for rocker linkages initial two-wheel sets should be situated at even position. Unnecessary extra 
person wheel pair should practically finish its ascending before the start of ascending of the first pair of wheels. By placing the 
wheel in such a manner, the element of linkage BE(420mm) was acquired  
Presently consider? BDE  
420² = BD² + DE²  
420² = 2y²  
y = 210  
Henceforth, BD = DE = 210 

 
Figure2. 3 Drawing for both Triangles 

 
 

 
Figure 2.4 3D Model of Rover Frame 
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B.  Design And Selection Of Wheel 
Speed is determined for expected speed. Utilizing determined pace esteem need to find distance across of wheel is 95.35 mm. 
Consequently, The wheel of 105 mm diameter was chosen. The selection of elastic string attached to the wheel makes its gentle 
weight and strong, gives super footing, grating. These plastic wheels give a minimal effort arrangement that is sturdy adequate for a 
battle mechanical yet by the sufficiently light to be functional. For automated utilized six wheels,  
Wheel width: 40 mm  
Shaft Diameter: 6mm  
Wheel Diameter: 105 mm 

C.  Selection Of Acceleration For Rover 
For a run of the mill robot on a level landscape, it's needed to take quickening about a portion of the most pace. The most extreme 
speed of automated is 0.5 m/s. Subsequently, the speeding up of the robot will be 0.5/2 methodology 0.25 m/s2. This implies it'd 
take 2 seconds to arrive at most speed. If the robot is going up slants or through the troublesome territory, you will need a superior 
increasing speed on account of countering gravity. We expected to climb the viewpoint as much as 45°. Henceforth,  
For an average robot on the level landscape, it's expected to take speeding up to about a portion of the most extreme speed. The 
greatest speed of burglarizing is expected to climb the edge up to 45˚. Henceforth,  
1) Acceleration of Inclines 
= 9.81 ∗ sin edge of tendency ∗ π  
180  
= 0.121 m/s2  
Complete Acceleration = 0.25+0.121 = 0.371 m/s2 

 
III. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The rocker-bogie configuration comprising of no springs and stub axles in each wheel which permits the skeleton to move over any 
deterrents, For example, rocks, trench, sand, and so forth that are up to twofold the wheel's distance across in size while keeping all 
wheels on the ground greatest time.  
When contrasted with any suspension framework, the tilt solidness is constrained by the stature of the focal point of gravity and the 
proposed framework has the equivalent. Frameworks utilizing springs will in general tip all the more effectively as the stacked side 
yields during the deterrent course. 
Subordinate upon the focal point of in general weight, any vehicle created based on Rocker bogie suspension can withstand a tilt of 
in any event 50 degrees toward any path without upsetting which is the greatest bit of leeway for any overwhelming stacking 
vehicle. The framework is structured to be actualized in low speed working vehicles, for example, overwhelming trucks, Bulldozers 
which work at a moderate speed of around 10 centimeters every second (3.9 in/s) to limit dynamic stuns and considerable harm to 
the vehicle while overcoming sizable impediments. 
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
According to the exploration, it's miles fine that the rocker-bogie machine diminishes the development with the guide of half in 
contrast with other suspension frameworks because every one of the bogie's six wheels has an impartial component for development 
and wherein the two front and two back wheels have character controlling structures which permit the vehicle to appear in area as 0 
recognition turning proportion.  
Each wheel additionally has thick spikes that offer grasp for hiking in delicate sand and scrambling over rocks effortlessly. To 
overcome vertical hindrance faces, the front wheels are constrained contrary to the obstruction by methods for the inside and back 
wheels which produce the greatest required force.  
The revolution of the front wheel at that point lifts the front of the vehicle up and over the hindrance and impediment overwhelmed. 
Those wheels which stay inside the center are then squeezed contrary to the obstruction utilizing the back haggles towards the 
obstacle by the front till the time it's far lifted up and over. Finally, the back wheel is pulled over the obstruction with the guide of 
the front wheels because of utilizing pull power. During each wheel's traversal of the snag, forward improvement of the vehicle is 
eased back or stopped which at long last saves vehicles focus of gravity.  
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V.  OBSERVATION AND RESULT 
A. Observation 
The fundamental issue related to contemporary suspension frameworks snared in overwhelming stacking vehicle rovers (counting 
the ones with exuberant and semi energetic suspension frameworks) is their moderate pace of development which wreck the 
musicality to absorb the stuns produced by utilizing wheels which remain the aftereffect of two components. To start with, to ignore 
hindrances, the vehicle should be equipped down considerably to take into consideration adequate force to raise the mass of the 
vehicle. Subsequently, this diminishes normal pace which can't go on without serious consequences on account of overwhelming 
stacking vehicles. Second, if the vehicle is traveling at an exorbitant speed and experiences an obstruction (tallness more prominent 
than 10 percent of wheel span), there could be huge amazement transmitted utilizing the body which could harm the suspension or 
bring down the whole vehicle. That is the reason present-day substantial stacking vehicles venture at a speed of 10cm/s utilizing 
lopsided landscape. The product-based settling with a rocker-bogie suspension machine portrays the energy and productivity-related 
utilities in a combined way. 

B.  Result 
The essential issue related to current suspension structures presented in considerable stacking vehicles drifters (tallying those with 
dynamic and semi-dynamic suspension systems) is their moderate speed of development which crashes the rhythm to hold the 
paralyzes created by wheels which remain the eventual outcome of two segments. In any case, to dismiss impediments the vehicle 
must be furnished down basically to consider enough power to raise the mass of the vehicle. Subsequently, this decreases all-around 
speed which can't go on without genuine results by generous stacking vehicles. Second, if the vehicle is going at a quick and 
encounters a hindrance (height more noticeable than 10 percent of wheel clear), there will be a tremendous daze transmitted through 
the body which could hurt the suspension or topple down the entire vehicle. That is the explanation current significant stacking 
vehicles travel at a speed of 10cm/s through a disproportionate domain. The item-based testing of the rocker-bogie suspension 
structure depicts the vitality and capability related utilities in a consolidated manner.  
Various tests were coordinated to choose how the improved vagabond would perform against its predecessor plans by use of 
Negative Moment versus Deterrent Height and their responses were gained and their outlines were plotted and assessments were 
made. 

 
Figure 2.2.1 Graph Negative momentum vs Obstacle Height 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed paper presents a special design in seeking after of developing the rocker-bogie portability framework in 
customary overwhelming stacking vehicle conduct while high-pace traversal is required and to expand the battery 
effectiveness and working time of the Rover, which become made achievable the use of the autonomous directional control 
machine which utilizes least power modules organized upon the working condition and circumstance. Under reasonable 
suppositions, it's far conceivable to decide the meanderer demeanor and setup, given its capacity and ground qualities, and 
whether the Rover will slide, spill or safeguard its soundness the utilization of sensors and instruments. The almost 0 tilt 
machine the utilization of the rovers quality flexibly appended to the fundamental body of the Rover as a stabilizer and self-
balance itself diminishes the offer and odds of tilt or toppling.  
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The mechanics of the Rover has been created, and the over-incitation of the framework prompts the possibility to influence 
the common powers by applying specific wheel forces. This property has been approved tentatively and might be utilized for 
the plan of a vigorous footing control. A graphical interface might be structured and actualized onto the contemporary geo 
survey meanderer configuration to improve the know-how of the framework and to see all data in regards to its activity with a 
reason to be helpful incomparably propelling the gadget. This work demonstrates how rocker-bogie machine chips away at 
explicit surfaces. Following the particular weight performing on decides, force did on it. By accepting right stairs 
measurements, precisely dimensioned rocker-bogie can climb the stairs with magnificent strength. The structure and produced 
model can climb the edge as much as 45°. Additionally tried for the Webcam with AV recording snared on rocker-bogie 
framework and discovered great execution of its capacities for giving picture and video data. 
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